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Jtitntifit �mtritan. (OCTOBER 28, 1876. 
SOME EXTINCT AMERICAN ANIMALS. have been given: huge creatures intermediate between the 

When the theory of evolution began to diilplace the old orders represented by the rhinoceros and the elephant. 
theory of specific creation, its opponents were wont to ask Professor Flower compares them to broken piers of the 
triumphantly for missing links. If species are the result of bridge by which the gulf, that now so completely divides 
gradual development by progressive variation, they said, we the orders of the perissodactyle ungulates and the probos
ought to find an abundance of intermediate forms: where c�dea, may have been passed over. They were all elephant
are they Y like in bulk and general appearance, yet presented a combi-

The advocates of evolution could only reply : They will nation of characters which made them unlike anything else
appear when sought for. Darwin even ventured the pro- where known. Their feet were five-toed, theirlegs straight 
phecy that in course of time links would be found connec- and massive; their necks longer than the elephant's, and 
ting the extremely specialized one-toed horse with the nor- their small-brained, narrow heads much more like the rhi
mal four and five toed mammals. The readers of the SCIEN- noceros's than the elephant's. But their distinguished pe· 
'I:IFIC AMERICAN know how completely the prophecy has culiarity was their frontal armament of three pairs of horns, 
been fulfilled in the numerous and increasingly specialized which, with their enormous size and strength, must bave 
horse-like creatures which roamed over our Western plains made them formidable indeed. Their end is yet a mystery. 
during the tertiary period of geology. At the beginning of It has been suggested that at the close of the eocene period 
the period the four-toed orohippus was most like the horse they may have migrated to Asia to lay the foundation of that 
that was to be, though it exhibited many unhorselike char- family which first appears in the old world under the more 
acteristics. From that time down to the present the chain familiar forms of the typical proboscideans-the elephants, 
of development is complete, the precursors of the horse mastodons,and mammoths. None of these appear in America 
steadily growing more and more horselike in head, and foot, earlier than the pleiocene period, a long time after they had 
and general structure of body and limb. In the middle ter- become abundant in the old world. 
tiary, the mesohippus had but three toes, a slender splint of Among the carnivora which preyed upon the abundant 
bone being the only vestige of the lost toe; and in the mio- herbivorous fauna of the great plains, forests, and lake re
hippus the splint had vanished. Later the three nearly gions of the tertiary ages, not a few furnish extremely cogent 
equal toes of the miohippus had become three very unequal evidence of specific evolution. There were among them 
toes in the hipparion, the large middle toe being the main if fierce creatures, larger than wolves (synaplotherum and mes
not the entire support of the animal. At the close of the onyx) which presented such a combination of characters that 
period, the prevailing form was a true horse, in which the it is impossible to rank them with either of the existing 
dwindled and useless side toes of the hipparion had ceased families of the order to which they belong. In some respects 

VOLUME XXXV., No. 18. [NEW BERIES.] 'l'hirty-flrst Year. to exist as toes, appearing only as slender splints under the they were like dogs, in others they were bear-like; in still 
skin. In the modern horse these splints are sometimes seen, others they were more generalized than any existing memo 
attesting its relationship with the horses of prehistoric bers of the order. Then there were several species of hyll'
times. nodon, some larger than any of the European forms, and 
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Similar, if not as positive, evidence of evolution is Dorne others no larger than a fox: "the last survivors of a group 
by the remains of tapirs, rhinoceroses, and ot.her hoofed an- notably differing from any now known." In the character 
imals. In eocene times the most prominent of the unequal- of their skulls they stand intermediate between wolves and 
toed ungulates were the hyl'achyus and the palreosyops, the opossums. In the earlier periods, still more generalized 
former allied to the lophiodons and tapirs, the latter to the types abounded, some of them combining the generic char
palreothel'iums of the European tertiaries. Both these fam- acteristics of half a dozen of our specialized modern carni
ilies embraced animals varying in size from a small rhino- vora. 
ceros to a peccary. In the miocene period, these families Perhaps the most remarkable of these comprehensiye 
attained a great development in form, variety, and size: the types was the tillodontia, which seem to have combined the 
group becamemore distinctly separated from each other. and characteristics of several distinct groups, the carnivors, 
some of them possessed remarkably specialized character. the hoofed animals, and the rodents. Some of them were as 
There were, however, no true tapirs, which afterwards be- large as the tapir. Their molar teeth were of the ungulate 
came so numerous. The ascendant forms of this period were type, their canines small, their incisors rodent-like. Their 
rhinocerotic, represented by the diceratherum, with its pair heads were bear-like, their general structure like that of the 
of horns side b y  side on the nose, and the very interesting ungulates, their feet plantigrade. Two distinct forms 
genus hyracodon, which furnishes a connecting link be- abounded: one in which the incisors grew from persistent 
tween the palreotheroid animals of the eocene and the true pulps, like the beaver's, the other having all the teeth root
rhinoceros of the pliocene. The miocene period also pro- less. 
duced several species of a more perfect rhinoceros, still The d9minent ty 'If tertiary flesh eaters, however, were 
hornless. But more remarkable than any of these, indeed various modificatIOns of felidre, fierce cats, some of them 
in some rellpects the most remarkable of all the animals surpassing our modern lion" and tigers in size and strength. 
brought to light in the strata of the West, were a number of Chief among them in the miocene age vere the saber-toothed 
species of grotesque appearance and gigantic size, resem- tigers, which seem to have overrun the whole world about 
bling the existing rhinoceros in general appearance, but lar- that time, and to have lingered in some parts until the hu -
ger, some of them approaching nearer to the elephant in man period. It is one of the puzzles of palreontology t o  
size and length o f  limb. They have been named titanother- account for the extinction o f  this highly specialized type , 
iums, brontotherium"!, and symborodons, and appear to have apparently the fittest of all the cat family to win in the 
died out during the miocene epoch. While they lived they struggle for existence. Happily for man they did not sur 
must have played the part of the then extinct uintatherium vive in force, to contest his progress toward the mastery of 
of the eocene (of which more directly), and that afterwards the earth. 
filled by the mastodons and elephants of later ages. .. �. � .. 
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